We present results of molecular dynamic simulations aimed at examining crack tip dislocation emission in fcc solids. The results are analyzed in terms of recent continuum formulations of this problem. In mode II, Au, Pd, and Pt displayed a new unanticipated mechanism of crack tip dislocation emission involving the creation of a pair of Shockley partials on a slip plane one plane below the crack plane. In mode I, for all the materials examined, Rice's continuum formulation [J. Mech. Phys. Solids 40, 239 (1992)] underestimated the stress intensity for dislocation emission by almost a factor of 2. Surface stress corrections to the emission criterion brought the agreement between continuum predictions and simulations to within 20%. [S0031-9007(99)08523-3] PACS numbers: 61.72. Lk, 61.72.Nn, 62.20.Fe, 62.20.Mk A physical understanding of dislocation nucleation from a stressed crack tip is a fundamental aspect of the brittle or ductile nature of a solid. Modern views [1] [2] [3] of solid behavior in this respect are based on a competition between cleavage fracture and dislocation emission. Griffith [4] formulated a successful thermodynamic theory for brittle cleavage crack advance in a crystalline solid. By developing elasticity solutions for the interaction of a crack with a fully formed dislocation, Rice and Thomson [2] were able to quantitatively analyze dislocation nucleation from a crack tip. In their approach, owing to the logarithmic form of the self-energy of a fully formed dislocation, a vaguely defined dislocation core cutoff radius appears in the nucleation criterion. In order to address this issue and following a suggestion of Argon [5], Rice formulated a crack tip dislocation nucleation analysis based on a Peierls concept [3] . In this analysis, Rice assumed the existence of a shear stress-atomic displacement relation (an interplanar potential) and solved the elasticity problem of a traction-free crack with the interplanar potential relation being satisfied as a boundary condition along the slip plane ahead of the crack. This formulation involved the identification of a new solid state parameter which Rice termed the unstable stacking energy g us , which is the energy barrier of the interplanar potential describing bulk block-on-block sliding along the slip plane in the direction of the Burgers vector.
A physical understanding of dislocation nucleation from a stressed crack tip is a fundamental aspect of the brittle or ductile nature of a solid. Modern views [1] [2] [3] of solid behavior in this respect are based on a competition between cleavage fracture and dislocation emission. Griffith [4] formulated a successful thermodynamic theory for brittle cleavage crack advance in a crystalline solid. By developing elasticity solutions for the interaction of a crack with a fully formed dislocation, Rice and Thomson [2] were able to quantitatively analyze dislocation nucleation from a crack tip. In their approach, owing to the logarithmic form of the self-energy of a fully formed dislocation, a vaguely defined dislocation core cutoff radius appears in the nucleation criterion. In order to address this issue and following a suggestion of Argon [5] , Rice formulated a crack tip dislocation nucleation analysis based on a Peierls concept [3] . In this analysis, Rice assumed the existence of a shear stress-atomic displacement relation (an interplanar potential) and solved the elasticity problem of a traction-free crack with the interplanar potential relation being satisfied as a boundary condition along the slip plane ahead of the crack. This formulation involved the identification of a new solid state parameter which Rice termed the unstable stacking energy g us , which is the energy barrier of the interplanar potential describing bulk block-on-block sliding along the slip plane in the direction of the Burgers vector.
In mode II loading, for the slip plane coincident with the crack plane, Rice's analysis (plane strain, elastically isotropic solid) was exact and predicted a stress intensity K II at which an incipient dislocation becomes unstable equal to p 2mg us ͑͞1 2 n͒, where m is the shear modulus and n is Poisson's ratio. For mode I loading, Rice developed an approximate dislocation nucleation analysis. Generally the most highly stressed slip plane is inclined at an angle u with respect to the crack plane, as shown in Fig. 1 , and the Burgers vector direction on this plane will make an angle p͞2 2 f with respect to the line defining the crack tip. In mode I, the in-plane shear stress acting along the inclined slip plane is s ru K I f I ͑u͒͞ p 2pr, where for the isotropic case, f I ͑u͒ cos 2 ͑u͞2͒ sin͑u͞2͒. He assumed that dislocation nucleation would occur when the shear stress distribution on the inclined slip plane was equal to the shear stress distribution at instability for the mode II, u 0 case, which yielded an exact solution. This assumption motivated Rice to define an effective mode II stress intensity factor K where Y 8͓͑͞1 1 cos u͒ sin 2 u͔. Sun and Beltz extended Rice's original treatment to include the effects of crystal anisotropy [6] . In principle, g us can be accurately calculated using first-principles total-energy methods [7] .
Zhou et al. [8, 9] have shown that Rice's criterion is very accurate in mode II loading of a two-dimensional hexagonal lattice; however, the continuum nucleation prediction for the mode I loading case underestimated the K I for dislocation nucleation by about a factor of 2. This disagreement could have resulted from a sheartension coupling effect [1, 3, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] which would alter the interplanar potential and/or crack tip blunting by ledge formation [2, 8, 9] . They suggested that a ledge term incorporating broken bond effects needs to be introduced into Rice's theory and proposed a new nucleation criterion [9] . Cleri et al. [13] performed a self-consistent molecular dynamics (MD) study of dislocation nucleation under mode I loading in a fcc Lennard-Jones (LJ) solid. They found that Rice's criterion overestimated K I for dislocation emission by about a factor of 1.5.
Sieradzki and Cammarata [14] suggested that these discrepancies could be accounted for, at least in part, by the introduction of a surface correction to the bulk g us term. This correction is an excess surface work term related to the elastic stretching of the crack tip surface. Thermodynamically this term is associated with the surface stress f, which is the reversible work per unit area required to elastically stretch an existing surface. The notion that surface stress effects could alter dislocation emission was first suggested by Oriani [15] and investigated by Thomson et al. [16] . Within the context of the Rice and Thomson model [2] , they calculated the force on a dislocation in the neighborhood of a crack tip due to the presence of surface stress and found the force to be of order ͑mb 2 ͞4pr 0 ͒ ͑pf͞mb͒, where b is the magnitude of the dislocation Burgers vector, r 0 is the distance of the dislocation from the crack tip, and p is a geometric factor, depending on u, in the range of 2-10. Since f is of order 1 J m 22 , and mb is in the range of 0.05 to 0.2 J m 22 , it is easy to see that the force on the dislocation resulting from the surface stress can be of the same order as the image force in the Rice and Thomson analysis [2] . Sieradzki and Cammarata suggested that a surface correction term equal to f´(where´is the crack tip strain) should be added to g us in Rice's nucleation criterion [14] . The modified criterion predicts that for mode I loading in plane strain, dislocation nucleation will occur when K I p 2mY ͑g us 1 f eff´͒ ͑͞1 2 n͒. Higher order effects associated with large crack tip strains can be accounted for by expanding f in a Taylor series about 0, f f 0 1 ͑≠f͞≠´͒ 0´, and defining an effective surface stress, f eff f 0 1 1 2 ͑≠f͞≠´͒ 0´. For f 0, the criterion is identical to that proposed by Rice [3] , for f . 0, dislocation nucleation is more difficult, and for f , 0 dislocation nucleation is less difficult, For´ϳ 0.1 or greater, the f´term will be of the same order as g us . In this regard, it is worth pointing out that the result of Cleri et al. [13] showing that Rice's analysis overestimated the mode I stress intensity for dislocation emission in the LJ solid could have resulted from a surface stress effect, since it is well known that central force potentials yield f values that are less than zero.
In this Letter, we summarize results of threedimensional MD simulations incorporating embedded atom method (EAM) potentials aimed at examining crack tip dislocation emission conditions under mode I and mode II loading in fcc lattices. The EAM materials examined included Cu, Ag, Au, Ni, Pd, and Pt. Separate calculations were performed for all of the relevant parameters so that a self-consistent evaluation of Rice's nucleation criterion could be made. This is the first such set of comprehensive calculations that we are aware of. The effect of surface stress on crack tip dislocation nucleation was specifically examined.
The atomic interactions were modeled using the analytic form of EAM potentials developed by Johnson [17, 18] . These potentials yield results for the relevant parameters that are qualitatively similar to the "universal" EAM potentials of Foiles et al. [19] . The simulations were performed at a nominal temperature of 0 K. Tables I and II list results for the material parameters determined from the interatomic potentials used to evaluate the nucleation criterion. The g us values listed in Table I are relaxed and correspond to that obtained via a Shockley partial route on the (111) surface in the ͗112͘ direction.
The geometry of the cell used for the dislocation nucleation studies is shown in Fig. 1 . A block of fcc crystal was oriented so that its sides coincided with ͑112͒, ͑110͒, (111) crystal faces. The size of the sample was characterized by three parameters N x , N y , N z that were related to the linear dimensions l x , l y , l z of the sample by the following relations ( Fig. 1) :
where d hkl is the interplanar spacing. A crack was introduced into the solid by cutting interatomic bonds between two consecutive (111) planes. The crack plane was (111) and the crack front was oriented along the ͗110͘ direction. The cut bonds were not allowed to reform during the simulation. As shown in Fig. 1 , for this crack orientation there were two possible orientations of the crack tip segment. Here we report on results for cracks with a ͕111͖-type tip segment. The sample was loaded by placing the atoms at the boundary of the cell in positions corresponding to the plane strain linear elastic displacement field for a cracked anisotropic solid [20] . The boundary atoms were supplied with the electron density contributions from missing neighbors to simulate atoms in a bulk crystal. Periodic boundary conditions were employed in the y direction. We examined the behavior of this system for sensitivity to sample size effects and found that for N x 140, N y 3, and N z 144 the K values for dislocation emission were within 5% of samples of twice this cell size. These cell dimensions were similar to those employed by Cleri et al. [13] . (Table I) for the fcc solids. The K Rice II values were calculated according to the anisotropic analysis of Sun and Beltz [6] . The results demonstrate that Rice's criterion for mode II loading predicted the K II emission values to within 20% for all the materials investigated. The crystal orientation of the sample and the mode II loading condition favored the nucleation of a Shockley partial with Burgers vector b a 0 ͗112͘͞6 along a slip plane that constituted the direct extension of the crack plane into the bulk solid. Dislocation emission occurred in this manner for Ni, Cu, and Ag. For Au, Pd, and Pt, the nucleation event constituted nucleation of a pair of dislocations on a plane one interplanar spacing below the crack plane. The crack tip dislocation configuration after emission is shown in Fig. 2 . We believe that this new nucleation mode found is related to the tendency of these surfaces to reconstruct [21] . Table IV shows the simulation results for values of the critical mode I stress intensity for nucleation of the first Shockley partial in terms of the ratio K eff II ͞K sim II . We note that Rice's mode I analysis assumes a value of 1 for this ratio, so that his nucleation model greatly underestimated the K I dislocation nucleation values we obtained in simulations. In all the fcc solids studied the dislocation was emitted according to the continuum nucleation scenario; in the ͓112͔ ͑111͒ slip system ͑u 70.5 ± ͒. In all cases the incipient dislocation became unstable when the relative shear displacement of the atoms across the slip plane at the crack tip was less than b͞2. The quantity´1 11 refers to the measured strain in the ͑111͒ crack tip segment at the moment of instability. The Peierls-Nabarro approach can be used to provide an estimate of the strain in the dislocation distribution at the surface, according to 8pg us ͑͞1 1 n͒mb [9] . Using g us values from Table I , this expression agreed with the measured value of´1 11 to within 20% for the all the materials examined except Pt. The last two columns in the table correspond to first Table IV shows that these terms significantly improve the agreement between Rice's continuum predictions and the simulation results for all the materials except Pt.
In our simulations, there was no net "bond breaking" associated with the nucleation of the Shockley partial dislocation since the number of bonds prior to and following the emission event was unchanged. Additionally since the instability occurred at displacements less than b͞2, there was no obvious crack tip feature that corresponded to a ledge at the instability configuration. We suggest that most of the remaining discrepancy between the simulations and the surface stress modified Rice criterion is a result of shear-tensor coupling, which is manifested as the non-͑b͞2͒ displacement values at instability [11, 12] .
In summary, we report on the first set of comprehensive simulations for fcc solids aimed at examining dislocation nucleation from a crack under mode I and mode II loading. Our mode II results for dislocation nucleation are generally in good agreement with Rice's continuum formulation; however, there are some details of the process that are at variance with the continuum picture. In particular, we identify a new mechanism of nucleation in mode II that seems to be related to the tendency of the crack surfaces to reconstruct. Our mode I results for dislocation nucleation are not in agreement with Rice's approximate analysis; however, we find that except for the case of Pt, surface stress corrections bring the continuum prediction to within 25% of the simulation results.
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